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Lucy Wang, CEO of TelChina, said: "As .tel combines 
advantages of both the Internet and telecommunications, it 
will be able to provide an efficient and integrated 
communications platform for customers of China Mobile in 
the future. The engagement levels of .tel owners will also 
bring new vitality to Mobile-Pay, attracting more people to 
use their mobile phones in making payments, which in turn 
will increase revenues for operators." 
 
Project development will be divided into several phases. 
The first phase is expected to be live in early May, which 
will enable China Mobile customers to purchase and renew 
their .tel names via a Mobile-Pay portal using their mobile 
devices. Following the implementation of the mobile payment 
solution, users will also be able to use their China Mobile 
credits to pay in part or full for their .tel names later 
this year. 
 
Mr. Xie Gang, China Mobile's Mobile-Pay spokesperson said: 
"Mobile-Pay is migrating from its 1.0 era, which is mainly 
based on SMS, to its 2.0 era, which is based on WAP and 
sensor-based terminals. This collaboration with TelChina 
will not only help customers simplify the payment process, 
but also provide an optimized platform for China Mobile 
services. On this platform, users will not have to log on 
to various websites for payment, but accomplish it through 
the clicking of a Mobile-Pay link on a .tel page." 
 
China Mobile will also create a dedicated channel for .tel 
users to easily pay for online purchases and paying for 
utility bills and cable TV subscriptions. As a key e-
commerce project supported by the country, China Mobile's 
Mobile-Pay enjoys a unique advantage. Utilizing China 
Mobile's PSTN and IP network, through web, SMS, WAP and IVR 
interfaces, users can fulfill e-commerce operations such as 
opening an account, checking their balance, submitting 
payments and withdrawing cash, without queuing in line at a 
counter and filling in complex paperwork. 
 
BT NOW WORLD'S LARGEST FINANCIAL SERVICES CLOUD PROVIDER 
 
BT (NYSE: BT) has announced that its BT Radianz dedicated 
financial services cloud now reaches 15,000 member sites 
globally, consolidating its position as the world's leading 
managed cloud for the financial services community. 
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For over ten years, BT has continued to be ahead of the 
market through innovation, service growth and understanding 
of its customers' business needs in the financial sector. 
As a result, its BT Radianz cloud now supports the largest 
secure networked financial community in the world. This 
includes over 3,000 applications provided by over 400 
service and content providers to users in 64 countries 
today. 
 
By offering the leading cloud services to the financial 
community, the BT Radianz Managed Infrastructure has become 
a structural part of the financial industry, providing 
access via a single connection to the broadest range of 
applications and providers, rather than users having 
multiple infrastructures to access separate services. This 
approach can help deliver 50 percent savings in 
communications total cost of ownership to BT Radianz 
community members year-on-year. 
 
The surge in member sites has been delivered through three 
key activities: a renewed focus on the Foreign Exchange 
(FX) sector; a focus on services in and to the Asia Pacific 
region; and helping customers respond to regulatory changes 
around the world. Demand from the FX community has 
increased significantly over the past year, with higher 
volumes prompting institutions to improve access to data 
and trading venues. 
 
Notably BT recognized the increased need for FX services 
that would result from market participants wanting to 
increase their activities in the Asia Pacific region, and 
responded by allocating significant resources to helping 
customers manage shifts in their business towards that 
region. 
 
BT is an industry pioneer in developing the cloud community 
focus. During the year, we targeted and developed services 
with key application providers through recognizing the 
value that their applications bring to the wider member 
base. 
 
Jose Antonio Martinez, managing director of Radianz & 
Payments, BT Global Services, said: "We're totally 
committed to satisfying the needs of the financial services 
industry through the provision of a world-class service and 
will continue to innovate and listen to the needs of our 
customers. 
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"The recent uplift in demand from FX market participants to 
use this service confirms our position as the preferred 
partner for fast and secure access to the global FX 
community. Watch this space as we announce further 
innovative products and services this year." Larry Tabb, 
CEO of leading financial markets research and advisory firm 
TABB Group, said: "The strength of a financial markets 
network is demonstrated by the number of secure endpoints 
and the ease of connecting exchanges, brokers, investors, 
and service providers. Surpassing 15,000 global member 
location connections is a feat demonstrating BT Radianz 
Managed Infrastructure's leadership in providing secure, 
financial markets managed connectivity." 
 
Joseph Anastasio, director, information technology, network 
communications, for the Depository Trust & Clearing 
Corporation (DTCC), said: "We congratulate BT on this 
milestone achievement. DTCC always looks to work with 
service providers to bring greater efficiencies to market 
participants. Through a joint agreement that the two 
organizations initiated a year ago, we have found BT's 
cloud-based infrastructure to be an extremely secure and 
cost-effective way to connect multiple trading applications 
through which we can offer our clearing and settlement 
services." 
 
The BT Radianz Managed Infrastructure serves the needs of 
banks, brokers, investment managers, exchanges and 
electronic communication networks (ECNs), multilateral 
trading facilities (MTFs), corporate treasurers, clearing 
houses and securities depositories. Through a single access 
point, it makes available pre-trade, trade, post-trade, 
cross-asset and treasury applications across the breadth of 
a user's business needs. 
 
Cost saving is also a key motivation of BT Radianz 
community members. According to a September 2009 study by 
Yankee Group, the shared infrastructure approach can help 
customers reduce total cost of ownership of network 
infrastructure by up to 50 percent in the first and ongoing 
years. Yankee concluded that although pricing and level of 
savings vary from firm to firm, the methodology ensures 
there are savings in upfront costs and ongoing operational 
expenses. For more information, visit http://www.bt.com or 
call 212/731-2406. 
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